
 

 

IN THE CONSTITUTIONAL COURT OF SOUTH AFRICA 
       

CC CASE NO: 
   CASE NO A QUO: 17077/2012                                     

 
 
In the matter between: 
 
                                                                                   
THE MEC FOR HEALTH, GAUTENG   Applicant (Applicant) 

 

And  

 

VUYUSILE EUNICE LUSHABA    Respondent (Respondent) 

 

 

 FOUNDING AFFIDAVIT  

 

 

I, the undersigned 
 
 

Joseph Tsoka 
 
 

do hereby make oath and state: 

1 I am the Director of Legal Services for the Department of Health, Gauteng. 

Legal Services is situated at 37 Sauer Street, Marshalltown, Johannesburg.   
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2 I am duly authorized to depose to this affidavit. The facts contained herein 

are within my personal knowledge, and save where the context otherwise 

indicates, are both true and correct. 

THE PARTIES 

3 The Applicant is the Member of the Executive Committee (“the MEC”) for 

the Gauteng Province for the Department of Health (“the Department”) 

acting in her capacity as the nominal Defendant for any acts or omissions 

on the part of the Department’s employees in treating patients at hospitals 

under the control of the Department. 

4 The Respondent is Vuyisile Eunise Lushaba who brought an action against 

the Applicant has a result of damages her minor child suffered arising from 

alleged negligent conduct on the part of the Applicant’s employees in not 

performing a Caesarian section on the Respondent timeously. 

5 This is an application for leave to appeal against the Judgement and Order 

delivered on 16 October 2014 in the High Court of South Africa, Gauteng 

Local Division, Johannesburg (the first Judgement”) and the Judgement and 

Order delivered in respect of a rule nisi by the same Court on the 26 

November 2014 (“ the second Judgement”). The first Judgement is attached 

as Annexure “A” and the second Judgement is attached as Annexure “B”.  
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6 In the first Judgement, the Court a quo found that the Applicant’s 

employees acted negligently in treating the Respondent when she attended 

the Charlotte Maxeke Johannesburg academic hospital (“the hospital”) on 

30 June 2000 for the delivery of her minor child. The Court found the 

Applicant liable for the Respondent’s damages arising out of the minor 

child’s disability.  

7 In respect of the cost order the Court issued a rule nisi calling upon the 

MEC to show cause why she should not be held personally liable for the 

costs de bonis propriis on the attorney-client scale, jointly and severally with 

the Applicant. Alternatively, if the MEC was of the view that she should not 

be held personally liable for the costs, she should identify such persons in 

the Department, as well as such persons in the office of the State Attorney, 

who should be personally held liable for such costs as well as the reasons 

why they should be so held liable.1 

8 In the second Judgement, the Court found that the MEC cannot be held 

liable for costs de bonis propriis,2 but ordered that Ezekiel Matlou 

(“Matlou”), the attorney at the state attorney handling this matter on behalf 

of the Applicant, Jabulani Macheke (“Macheke), the legal adviser at the 

Department, and Dr Kgopiso Cele (“Dr Cele”), the medical adviser at the 

Department, pay 50% of the costs de bonis propriis jointly and severally 

                                                 
1
 Annexure A – page 41, paragraph 135 /136  

2
 Annexure B – page 29, paragraph 71 
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with the Applicant on the attorney and client scale.3   The Court went further 

and ordered that in the event the Applicant paid the costs in full, she was to 

recover from Matlou, Macheke and Dr Cele their commensurate share of 

the costs she paid. 

9 The Applicant filed a notice of application for leave to appeal both 

Judgements. Leave to appeal was refused by Court a quo. The Judgement 

refusing the leave to appeal is attached as Annexure “C”.  

10 The Applicant thereafter applied to the Supreme Court of appeal for leave to 

Appeal the Court a quo’s judgements. On 28 April 2015 Justices Brand and 

Mbha dismissed the application. The Supreme Court of Appeal order is 

attached as Annexure “D”.  

11 The Applicant then, in terms of section 17 (2)(f) of the Superior Courts act 

10 of 2013, applied to the President of the Supreme Court of Appeal for 

reconsideration and variation refusal to grant leave to appeal.  On 3 August 

2015 the application was dismissed. The Order is attached as Annexure 

“E”. 

12 In this application I make a case on behalf of the Applicant that the 

judgment of the court aquo implicates critical Constitutional matter and that 

                                                 
3
 Annexure B – page46, paragraph s102 
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it would be in the interest of justice that leave to appeal to this Honourable 

Court be granted and the judgment be set aside entirely.   

13 I briefly set out the background to this application. I then deal with in the 

cost order, the issue of liability and the procedural irregularity in turn. In 

doing so, I deal with the grounds on which leave to appeal is sought. I finally 

deal with the basis on which I believe that it is in the interest of justice that 

leave to appeal be granted. 

14 Perhaps it is also apposite to indicate at this stage, that judgment on the 

issue of cost de bonis propriis against Matlou, Macheke and Dr Cele, is 

predicated essentially on a finding by the court aquo that they did not have 

the Respondent’s antenatal medical records for them to make a decision 

that the matter be defended.  In the case of Matlou the court aquo made 

further findings about his conduct of the case.   

15 It is however, the Applicant’s case that the judgment is in all aspects wrong 

especially in that the three were denied their basic rights to a fair hearing. 

The judgment also seeks to deny the Applicant’s right of access to Courts 

and its finding on liability wrongfully costs aspersions on the dignity of her 

employees who treated the Respondent. 
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BACKGROUND 

Common cause facts in brief 

16 The Respondent, who was 36 weeks pregnant at the time, presented to the 

Midwife Obstetric Unit (“MOU”) at the hospital at 12H00 on 20 June 2000. 

She complained of dizziness and pain in her abdomen since 10h00 that 

day. She did not have any vaginal bleeding at the time. 

17 The nurse who examined the Respondent in the MOU found that she was 

pale and was hypotensive (low blood pressure). The nurse referred the 

Respondent to area 162 at the hospital. Area 162 is the section that deals 

with obstetric patients who are required to be assessed by a doctor with a 

view to admission. 

18 At 13H00 the Respondent was assessed by a medical intern, Dr Manga, in 

area 162. Dr Manga suspected an abruption placentae (“abruption”) and 

referred the Respondent to the obstetric registrar, Dr Jeebodh.  

19 Dr Jeebodh was in theatre at the time of referral by Dr Manga and only 

attended to the Respondent between 13H35 and 13H45. Dr Jeebodh 

confirmed an abruption and delivered the baby by way of a Caesarian 

section at 14H20, that is, 2 hours and 20 minutes after the Respondent’s 

presentation to the hospital. 
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20 Summons was issued by the Respondent on 21 April 2012. 

21 On 31 May 2012 the Applicant, through the State Attorney, delivered a 

notice in terms of Rule 36(4) calling upon the Plaintiff to make available 

medical reports, hospital records, X-ray photographs or other documentary 

information of a like nature, relevant to the assessment of the damages or 

compensation. 

22 The Respondent, through her attorneys of record replied to that notice and 

delivered “a copy of the Plaintiff’s antenatal and delivery records from 

Charlotte Maxeke Johannesburg Academic Hospital”. 

23 On 22 August 2012, a plea was served and filed on behalf of the Applicant. 

24 On 16 October 2014, the court aquo handed down its judgment on liability 

which included the rule nisi referred to in paragraph 7 above which called 

upon the MEC to show cause why she should not be held liable personally 

for costs de bonis propriis on the attorney-client scale with the Applicant 

alternatively, she should identify such persons in the Department as well as 

such persons in the office of the State Attorney who should be held so 

liable.   
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THE COSTS DE BONIS PROPRIIS ORDER 

25 It is apparent from the first Judgement that the Court’s aquo considered to 

grant an order of de bonis propriis based on the following: 

25.1 the failure to respond to the Respondent’s request for further 

particulars;4  

25.2 the failure to respond to a Court order by Makume J dated 13 August 

2014;5 

25.3  the late filing of Applicants expert summary;6  

25.4  Mr Matlou’s non-attendance at trial;7  

25.5 The failure to provide Applicant’s counsel with the Respondent’s 

expert report;8  

25.6 the failure to timeously consider the claim and to take a decision not 

to defend the issue of liability;9 

25.7 the Applicant’s persistent denial negligence was indicative of not 

appreciating its duty towards a public that it is meant to serve.10 

 

                                                 
4
 Annexure A – page 37, paragraph 127 read together with page 4, paragraph 10 

5
 Annexure A – page 38, paragraph 129 

6
Annexure A – page 37, paragraph 127  

7
 Annexure A – page 39, paragraph 132 

8
 Annexure A – page 39, paragraph 132 

9
 Annexure A – page 38, paragraph 130 

10
 Annexure A – page 38, paragraph 130 
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26 On 27 October 2014 the Applicant, the MEC, delivered her affidavit in 

response to the rule nisi order.  She also attached affidavits from Matlou, 

Macheke and Dr Cele which dealt with their involvement in the matter.  The 

affidavits dealt with the issues raised in the Judgement referred to in 

paragraph 25 above.  

27 Matlou answered, in his affidavit, to those issue raised in paragraphs 25.1 

to 25.5 supra as these issues fell squarely within his peculiar knowledge 

and function as the instructing attorney acting on behalf of the Applicant.  

28 In respect of the issues raised in paragraphs 25.6 and 25.7 supra, affidavits 

were delivered by the MEC, Qedani Mahlangu, Mr Macheke, and Dr Cele. 

These affidavits deal with the procedure in place at the Department in 

deciding to defend a claim. The MEC confirmed in her affidavit that 

Macheke and Dr Cele were authorized to Act on behalf of the Department, 

followed the accepted procedure, and the decision that they took in 

defending the matter was a reasonable one.  It needs to be stressed that 

the MEC did not, in her affidavit point a finger at the three as required by the 

rule nisi. 

The issue of the hospital record – the Applicant was not heard   

29 On 28 October 2014, the return day of the rule nisi, the Court raised, for the 

first time, the issue of whether the Applicant was in fact in possession of the 
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antenatal and labour ward medical record before coming to a decision to 

defend this matter. The Court raised this issue after analysing the contents 

of the Applicant’s discovery affidavit signed by Macheke which did not 

mention the medical records but referred to all notices received in the 

matter.  

30 Counsel appearing for the Applicant, who was a different counsel from the 

one who appeared at the trial, indicated that instructions were taken only on 

the issues raised in the first Judgment (paragraph 25 above) and not about 

records. He indicated that he was taken by surprise as the issue of the 

medical records was not mentioned in the first Judgment He offered to take 

instructions on the contents of discovery affidavit and file supplementary 

affidavits. 

31 The Court aquo ordered that instead only further heads of argument be 

delivered on aspects of liability that the Court sought to be addressed,11 and 

that no further affidavits be filed in the matter. The Applicant could therefore 

put no further evidence before the Court, particularly explaining the contents 

of the discovery affidavit.   

32 It turned out that copies of the medical records were furnished to the State 

Attorney, in response to a Rule 36(4) Notice requesting the Respondent to 

make available copies of the medical records on which her claim was 

                                                 
11

Addressed in paragraphs 40 to 42 hereunder 
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based.  These were received by the Applicant on 18 June 2012, before a 

plea was delivered in the matter.   

33 Had the Court raised this issue in time and afforded the Applicant an 

opportunity to explain, evidence would have been provided to show that the 

reference to “notices” in the discovery affidavit included the notice served by 

the Applicant that included the medical records. 

The Court A quo’s Finding 

34 On 26 November 2014 the Court delivered its judgement on the rule nisi. 

The Court did not find the MEC liable for costs personally but found Matlou, 

Macheke, and Dr Cele liable for 50% of the costs de bonis propriis jointly 

and severally with the Applicant on the attorney-client scale.  

35 The Court based this cost order, in essence, on its finding that the Applicant 

was not in possession of the antenatal and labour ward record and thus 

could not have properly considered defending the matter.12 The Court found 

that Macheke went on oath, in the Applicant’s discovery affidavit, confirming 

that the Applicant was not in possession of the relevant medical record.   

36 The Court came to this finding without affording Macheke an opportunity to 

address the Court on the contents of the Applicant’s discovery affidavit and 

                                                 
12

 Annexure B – page 29, paragraph 72.1, page 16, paragraph 36 
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on whether the Applicant was in possession of the antenatal and labour 

ward record. Despite counsel requesting that instructions be taken on this 

score, the Court ordered that no further affidavits be placed before the 

Court.  

37 This was irregular and erroneous: 

37.1 First of all the Constitution guarantees every litigant’s right to a fair 

hearing.  One of tenets of that right is that no Court will make a 

decision adverse to any litigant’s rights or interest unless the audi 

alteram partem rule is applied.  In casu, the failure to give an 

opportunity to Macheke to explain his discovery affidavit amounts to 

denying him the right entrenched by section 34 of the Constitution. 

37.2 In the second place, the Court aquo failed to take into account that 

Macheke’s affidavit referred to all pleadings and notices in the case.  

This clearly included the notice delivered by the Respondent of which 

the copy of the Plaintiff’s antenatal and delivery records.  

38 Section 34 of the Constitution states the following:  

 

“Everyone has the right to have any dispute that can be resolved by the  

 application of law decided in a fair public hearing before a court or,   

 where appropriate, another independent and impartial tribunal or   

 forum.” 
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39 The Court’s finding plainly infringes the Applicant’s right to be heard before 

coming to a decision. In De Lange v Smuts NO and Others 1998 (3) SA 

785 (CC) this Honourable Court held the following at paragraph 131:  

When contemplating the essential purpose of the protection afforded 

through the notion of procedural fairness, my sight is arrested by this fact: 

at heart, fair procedure is designed to prevent arbitrariness in the outcome 

of the decision. The time-honoured principles that no-one shall be the 

judge in his or her own matter and that the other side should be heard* 

aim toward eliminating the proscribed arbitrariness in a way that 

gives content to the rule of law. They reach deep down into the 

adjudicating process, attempting to remove bias and ignorance from it. 

Everyone is entitled to an impartial Judge, not because this guarantees a 

correct decision, but because the human arbiter, not being omniscient, 

should not be presented with a point of view that his or her position 

inherently loads. Everyone has the right to state his or her own case, not 

because his or her version is right, and must be accepted, but because, in 

evaluating the cogency of any argument, the arbiter, still a fallible human 

being, must be informed about the points of view of both parties in order to 

stand any real chance of coming up with an objectively justifiable 

conclusion that is anything more than chance. Absent these central 

and core notions, any procedure that touches in an enduring and far-

reaching manner on a vital human interest, like personal freedom, tugs at 

the strings of what I feel is just, and points in the direction of a violation”. 

http://ipproducts.jutalaw.co.za/nxt/gateway.dll/salr/2/5051/5288/5289?f=templates$fn=document-frameset.htm$q=%5Bor%3A%5Bfield,Citation%3A%5Borderedprox,0%3A1998%20(3)%20SA%20785%5D%5D%20%5Bfield,Citation%3A%5Borderedprox,0%3A1998%20(3)%20SACR%20785%5D%5D%5D%20$x=server$3.0#end_0-0-0-294177
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40 The fact is that the Applicant was in possession of copies of the antenatal 

and labour ward records. The Respondent had delivered these records to 

the Applicant on 18 June 2012 in response to a Rule 36(4) notice calling for 

the medical records. The notice is attached as Annexure “F”.  

41 Had the Court allowed Mr Macheke to be heard on the contents of the 

discovery affidavit, he could have explained that the reference to the 

documents in his possession, as indicated in the discovery affidavit, 

comprised copies of the antenatal and labour ward records.  

42 He could have further submitted that he was in possession of the relevant 

medical record when he, together with Dr Cele, consulted the Applicant’s 

employees at the hospital13 and when they took a decision to defend this 

matter.  

43 Moreover the liability bundle which the Respondent delivered on the 

Applicant on 23 August 2013 contained the antenatal and labour records. 

These facts would have galvanised Macheke’s submission that the 

Applicant was in in possession of the relevant medical records when a 

decision was taken to proceed to trial.  Had the Court been seized with this 

information, it probably would not have ordered costs to be paid de bonis 

propriis, at least in so far as Macheke and Dr Cele were concerned.  

                                                 
13

 Annexure B – page 13, paragraph 30 
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44 Strangely the second Judgment refers to the Respondent’s notice delivered 

on 18 June 2012 (Annexure “F”) where the Court says the following:14  

“The Respondent’s attorneys responded by delivering what appears to be 

the neonatal records on 18 June 2012”.  

45 Annexure “F” however clearly indicates that the antenatal and labour ward 

records were delivered to the Applicant.  

46 I respectfully submit that the Court’s decision not to allow Macheke to be 

heard on the issue of the medical records was procedurally unfair and this 

clearly led to a decision that is arbitrary. 

 

Dr Mashamba’ report    

47 A further issue that the Court aquo took into account in awarding cost 

against Matlou, Macheke and Dr Cele on a punitive scale, was that  the 

Applicant failed to furnish their obstetric expert, a Dr Mashamba with the 

medical records.  This matter was also raised for the first time after the 

individuals and the MEC had filed their affidavits.  It had never been 

                                                 
14

 Annexure B – page 4, paragraph 7 (last sentence) 
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traversed before nor were, Matlou, Macheke nor Dr Cele given an 

opportunity to deal with this aspect. 

48 As indicated, copies of the relevant records were delivered on the State 

Attorney, the Applicant’s attorney of record, on 18 June 2012. It appears 

that Matlou was therefore in possession of these records when he 

instructed Dr Mashamba to provide an opinion on 4 September 2013.  

49 Matlou was therefore not afforded an opportunity to respond to this 

allegation before the Court aquo made its finding.  

50 If however there was a failure on the part of Matlou relating to the briefing of 

Dr Mashamba, I submit that this failure cannot be visited on Macheke and 

Dr Cele.  Dr Mashambe was given instructions by Matlou as the Applicant’s 

attorney of record.  There was no evidence before the Court aquo that 

implicated Macheke and Dr Cele on the instructions given to Dr Mashamba.  

They too were never given an opportunity to explain themselves.  

51 The Court further erred in finding that Macheke took a decision to proceed 

to trial based only on the contents of Dr Mashamba’s report which, 

admittedly, did not contain a defence to the claim as Dr Mashamba was not 

provided with the relevant records.  
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52 Macheke indicated in his affidavit in response to the rule nisi order that 

subsequent to receiving Dr Mashamba’s report, Matlou, together with 

counsel for the Applicant, consulted with Dr Mashamba. Matlou thereafter 

met with Macheke and indicated that Dr Mashamba was confident that the 

Applicant could defend the claim.   As would be shown below, this was a 

decision that could only be made by Counsel and/or the attorney and/or the 

expert.  Macheke had no significant role to play at that stage. 

53 What emanated from these discussions was confirmation that the Applicant 

had a reasonable defence to the Respondent’s claim.  

54 The Applicant was unable to place further particulars regarding these 

discussions before the Court as the Court had ordered that no further 

affidavits may be submitted.       

55 In any event I submit that instructions to experts, perusing expert reports, 

and arranging meetings between experts, fall within the duties and function 

of the attorney and Counsel. The Applicant’s employees play no part in 

these arrangements and to hold Macheke and Dr Cele liable for omissions 

on the part of the attorney is plainly unjust and unfair. 

Dr Cele’s medical opinion 
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56 The Court aquo also found that the conduct of Dr Cele contributed to the 

wanton disregard of the Respondent’s rights. 

57 Dr Cele is a qualified medical practitioner with no legal training. She is 

employed by the Applicant as a medical advisor to the legal services 

section.  

58 Dr Cele indicated in her affidavit that after consulting the relevant 

employees and after studying the hospital record,15 together with Macheke, 

took a decision that the Applicant defend the claim.  

59 From the medical standpoint, the decision was taken based on Dr Cele’s 

assessment of the matter. The Court however criticized Dr Cele’s view that 

the matter was defendable, after the Court had regard to the expert reports 

and the evidence led at trial which suggested that Dr Cele was wrong.16 

60 I respectfully submit that such an approach is unfair and unjust. The fact 

that a medical advisor can be found to be wrong after evidence led at trial 

cannot warrant a cost de bonis propriis order against such advisor. This 

approach will have devastating effects on any medical person who makes a 

decision and is then found to be wrong at trial.    

                                                 
15

 Which included the antenatal and labour records as demonstrated above 
16

 Annexure – B – pages 18 and 19, paragraphs  43 to 46  
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Were the individuals duty bound to ensure that it had a winnable case 

before proceeding to trial?   

61 The Court found that exceptional circumstances present as Matlou, 

Macheke, and Dr Cele permitted the litigation to continue in circumstances 

where: 

61.1 no defence is exhibited in the report of the expert, 

61.2 no defence was pleaded, 

61.3 no defence was advanced at trial, 

61.4 they were unaware of any defence to negligence.  

62 The Court erred in not having regard to the fact that the Applicant was 

represented by counsel at trial. If counsel was of the view that the Applicant 

should proceed with the trial that was his decision and the three individuals 

cannot be blamed for that.  

63 In MEC ECONOMIC AFFAIRS V KRUIZENGA  & ANOTHER 2010 (4) SA 

122 (SCA) the SCA held that the State Attorney has virtual free reign with 

regard to matters he/she is seized with.    

64 In SWINFEN V LORD CHELMFORD157 ER 1436 AT 1449, Pollock CB 

said:   
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“Counsel has complete authority over the suit, the mode of 

conducting,  all that is incident to it such as withdrawing the record, 

withdrawing a dura,  calling of witnesses selecting such as within his 

discretion, he thinks ought to be called and other matters which 

properly being to the suit  and management and conduct of the 

trial”. 

65  To hold Matlou, Macheke, and Dr Cele liable where they were under the 

advice of counsel is unfair and unjust and object denial not only of the right 

guaranteed by section 34 but also the right to express themselves as 

envisaged by section 16 of the Constitution.  

 

Was there a duty to interrogate the expert 

66 It is apparent that the reason the court ordered the Applicant to make 

submissions on whether it had a duty to question its expert’s views was 

based primarily on the court’s finding that Dr Mashamba agreed, in a joint 

minute with Dr Van der Heever, that a caeserian section should have been 

performed as soon as possible after 12h00.      

67 After a meeting between Dr Mashamaba and Dr Van der Heever on 7 

October 2014, a joint minute was signed on 08 October 2014 wherein the 

experts agreed that a caeserian section should to have been done as soon 
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as possible after 12h00. The experts disagreed on whether early delivery 

would have led to a better outcome for the minor child, Menzi.    

68 During evidence however, Dr Mashamba qualified the aforementioned 

agreement. He said that when he had agreed to this proposition, he was 

under the impression that a diagnosis of an abruption had been made and 

that the Respondent was in hospital.17 

69 The common cause facts are that at 12h00, the Respondent commenced 

her interaction with the hospital in the MOU and that a diagnosis of an 

abruption had not yet been made. Dr Mashamba’s agreement was therefore 

based on incorrect facts.    

70 In Coopers (SA) (Pty) Ltd v Deutsche Gesellschaft fur 

Schadlingsbekampfung MbH 1976 (3) SA 352 (A), Wessels JA said at 

371F – G: 

……an expert’s opinion represents his reasoned conclusion based on 

certain facts or data, which are either common cause, or established by his 

own evidence or that of some competent witness. Except possibly where it 

is not controverted, an expert’s bald statement of his opinion is not of any 

real assistance. Proper evaluation of the opinion can only be undertaken if 

                                                 
17

  Judgment – page 27, para 97; see also page 20, para 70; page 23, para 83; page 20, para 71 
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the process of reasoning which led to the conclusion, including the 

premises from which reasoning proceeds, are disclosed by the expert.   

71 It is clear that when Dr Mashamba became aware of the true facts, set out 

in paragraphs 13-16 above, he no longer agreed with the proposition that a 

caeserian section ought to have been done as soon as possible after 

12h00. It is submitted that Dr Mashamba was entitled to provide his opinion 

based on the correct facts.  

72 Dr Mashamba moreover gave good reasons for his departure from the joint 

minute. If a diagnosis of an abruption was made at 12h00, there should 

have been no reason to have delayed a caeserian section. Dr Mashamba 

agreed that when a diagnosis is made, one has to act with haste18 and 

perform a caeserian section as soon as possible.19   

73 The Respondent presented to the MOU at 12h00 and had to be transferred 

to a higher level of care (area 162) where she was assessed by Dr Manga, 

a medical intern.20 Midwives in the MOU assessed the Respondent at 

12h00. The midwives were not qualified to come to a diagnosis of an 

abruption or to have performed a caeserian section.  

                                                 
18

  Judgment – page 23, para 81 
19

  Judgment – page 27, para 97 
20

  Judgment – page 21, para 74  
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74 If the Respondent was in the labour ward at 12h00,21 she would already 

have been under the care of medical doctors. There would therefore have 

been no reason not to have arrived at a speedy diagnosis of an abruption 

and not to have performed a caeserian section urgently.  

75 It is apparent from Dr Mashamba’s evidence that he persisted in attempting 

to clarify his departure from the joint minute. What is clear is that his opinion 

in the joint minute was based on incorrect facts. The result is that his 

opinion in this regard cannot be accepted by the court as correct. 

76 The court ordered that the Applicant is not allowed to place any further 

affidavits or supplementary affidavits before the court. The Applicant 

therefore could not have made any submissions on how Dr Mashamaba 

came to be under the impression that, at 12h00, the Respondent was in the 

hospital (in the labour ward) and that an abruption was already diagnosed. 

77 It is submitted that if the court accepts that, based on the correct facts, the 

Applicant’s expert did not agree with the proposition that a caeserian 

section should have been performed as soon as possible after 12h00, it 

then follows that the courts order for the Applicant to provide submissions 

on whether it had a duty to interrogate its experts opinion that the Applicant 

has a defence, falls away.  

                                                 
21

  Judgment – page 20, para71 
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78 From the evidence led at trial, it is plain that Dr Mashamaba was of the view 

that the Applicant had a reasonable defence to this claim, which is as 

follows 

78.1 The midwives who assessed the Respondent at 12h00 in the MOU 

acted reasonably in referring the Respondent to a higher level of care 

(the admissions area 162);  

78.2 Dr Manga, the intern in area 162 acted reasonably in admitting the 

Respondent to the labour ward and seeking the assistance of Dr 

Jeebodh, the O&G registrar;  

78.3 Dr Jeebodh acted reasonably in performing the caeserian section on 

an urgent basis.  

79 Having regard to the above, there was clearly no reason for the Applicant to 

have interrogated Dr Mashamba’s views. The defence made logical sense 

and was in keeping of what was reasonably expected of midwives in the 

MOU, a medical intern in area 162, and a registrar in labour ward. There 

was clearly no reason for the Applicant to have conceded the issue of 

negligence. 

80 In Michael and Another v Linkfield Park Clinic (Pty) Ltd and Another 

2001 (3) SA 1188 (SCA) the court said at page 1200, para 34:22 

                                                 
22

  See also Buthelezi v Ndaba 2013 (5) SA 437 (SCA) at page 442, para 14  
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“However, it is perhaps as well to re-emphasise that the question of 

reasonableness and negligence is one for the court itself to determine on 

the basis of the various, and often conflicting, expert opinions presented. As 

a Rule that determination will not involve considerations of credibility but 

rather the examination of the opinions and the analysis of their essential 

reasoning, preparatory to the Court’s reaching its own conclusion on the 

issues raised”.    

81 In Buthelezi v Ndaba 2013 ((5) SA 437 (SCA) the court said at page 442, 

paragraph 14:             

“It is true of course that the court a quo accentuated in its judgment, that the 

determination of negligence ultimately rests with the court and not with the 

expert witnesses. Yet that determination is bound to be informed by the 

opinion of experts in the field which are in conflict, as has happened in this 

case”.    

82 It is plain that it is for the courts, and not experts, to determine the issue of 

negligence. It is also clear that often conflicting opinion from experts are 

presented to court. To have expected the Applicant to have gone behind the 

evidence of Dr Mashamba is plainly unreasonable. 
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83 It is mentioned that this is not a matter where the Applicant’s expert advised 

the Applicant to concede the issue of negligence. Negligence was clearly 

and reasonably contested in this case.   

Revisiting the Liability issue after judgment 

84 A further point of procedural irregularity relating to the rule nisi hearing was, 

I submit, when the Court further raised issues on the aspect of liability after 

it had already made a finding on the matter.  It raised the point whether the 

Applicant actually had any defence to the Respondent’s claim during the 

rule nisi hearing. It was brought to the attention of the Court that the 

affidavits were prepared in response to the issues raised in the first 

Judgment, and in any event the Court was functus officio on the issue of 

liability.  

85 The Court however went on to order that the Applicant file further heads of 

arguments by 7 November 2014 dealing with the following: 

85.1 whether the Respondent presented with an emergency, 

85.2 whether the Respondent symptoms were indicative of an abruption, 

85.3 whether the Applicant employees should have acted as soon as 

possible, 
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85.4 what was the logical conclusion in the light of the Respondent’s 

symptoms, 

85.5 how can anybody conclude that speed of intervention was not 

necessary, 

85.6 whether the Applicant had a duty to question it’s expert opinion, if the 

expert was of the view that the Applicant had a defence to the claim. 

86 These issues were raised when the subject of the day was supposed to be 

the MEC must show cause why she should not be held personally liable.  

Even the Counsel who was dealing with the rule nisi issues was different 

from the one who handled the trial on liability.   

87 I submit the Court’s approach was plainly wrong.  The content of the right 

enshrined by section 34 of the Constitution is that every person, including 

the State, has a right of access to Court to resolve a dispute that can be 

resolved by the application of law.  The Applicant was entitled, in view of the 

allegations made against her employees, even if she had no facts to 

counter those allegations, to demand of the Respondent to prove her 

case.23  The Applicant did not need the medical records to decide whether 

or not to defend the matter.  In my view, such a stance was even more 

appropriate where the medical records were not available. 

                                                 
23

 See N. Goodwin Design (Pty) Ltd v Moscak 1992(1) SA 154 at para 163E-164A 
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88 I respectfully submit that based on what is contained above the Court came 

to an unjust and unfair finding ordering costs to be paid by the individuals 

de bonis propriis. The individuals were clearly not given an opportunity to be 

heard on a number of aspects and this plainly infringed their right to a fair 

hearing in terms of section 34 of the Constitution. 

89 The Court’s finding, if it were to remain unchallenged, will impact negatively 

on the manner in which the Applicant’s employees and attorneys acting for 

the Applicant handle these matters in the future. I submit that it is in the 

interest of justice that the Applicant be granted leave to appeal the Court a 

quo’s judgements.  

90 Macheke and Dr Cele’s decision to defend this matter clearly falls within an 

administrative decision taken on behalf of the Applicant. The MEC 

confirmed in her affidavit that they were authorized to take the decision and 

followed the accepted procedure in doing so. I respectfully submit that 

Macheke and Dr Cele can therefore not be found to be liable for costs 

personally for the decision taken to defend the claim.   

 

LIABILITY 
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91 It is the Applicant contention that the Court unfairly found the Applicant’s 

employees negligent in the manner in which they treated the Respondent 

liable for damages.  Such a finding impairs the dignity of the Applicant and 

the employees implicated herein.  It is my submission that this issue also 

raises a Constitutional matter which this Honourable Court should 

adjudicate. 

92 The core premises of this Court’s first Judgment on the issue of liability are 

as follows:  

92.1 The exercise of reasonable care and skill on the part of the 

employees of the hospital would, at or very shortly after 12h00, have 

led to a diagnosis of an abruption and the urgent performance of a 

caeserian section; 

92.2 The hospital ought to have taken steps to perform the caeserian 

section immediately upon noting the symptoms at 12h00; and 

92.3 the three doctors who gave evidence at trial were all in agreement 

that the caeserian section ought to have been done as soon as 

possible after 12h00 because abruption presents an emergency. 

 

93 On the issue of causation, the Court applied the test as provide in the case 

of Lee V Minister of Correctional Services 2013 (2) SA 144 (CC), as follows:   
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93.3 All three doctors are agreed that if a caeserian section was 

performed as soon as possible after 12h00, there would been a 

better chance of preventing a negative outcome; 

 

93.4 Being aware of the risk of brain damage, the hospital was under a 

duty to take reasonable measures to reduce the risk of brain damage 

or cerebral palsy by performing a caeserian section without delay; 

and   

 

93.5 By permitting the abruption to progress, the hospital caused or 

contributed to the cerebral palsy.  

 

NEGLIGENCE 

 

Agreement between all three the doctors 

 

94 Dr Jeebodh, who was called by the Applicant and was found by the Court to 

be a reliable witness, did not say that a caeserian section should have been 

done as soon as possible after 12h00.  

 

95 Dr Mashamba, in his joint minute with counterpart agreed that a Caesarian 

section should have been done as soon as possible after 12H00 most likely 

with a better outcome.  
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96 At trial however, Dr Mashamba testified that when he signed this joint 

minute, he was seized with the incorrect facts. He was under the mistaken 

impression that at 12h00 the Respondent was already seen by a doctor in 

the labour ward. The common cause fact was that at 12h00 the Respondent 

had presented to the MOU that was manned by nurses.  

97 When seized with the correct facts, Dr Mashmaba changed his opinion 

which, it is submitted, he was entitled to do. Dr Mashamba was therefore 

not in agreement with Dr Van Den Heever that a caeserian section ought to 

have been done as soon as possible after 12h00. The Court however held 

Dr Mashamba to the joint minute.    

98 There was therefore clearly no agreement between the doctors that a 

caeserian section ought to have been done as soon as possible after 

12h00. The court clearly erred in holding Dr Mashamba to the joint minute 

when he clearly testified that when he signed the minute he was seized with 

the incorrect facts.  This was clearly a concession based on the wrong facts 

which the Court ought to have rejected.  

99 In Holtzhauzen v Roodt 1997 (4) SA 766 (W) 1997 (4) SA 766 (W) 

Satchwell J, in summarizing the relevant principles relating to the 

admissibility of expert evidence, said the following at page 773: 
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Fourth, the facts upon which the expert opinion is based must be proved by 

admissible evidence. These facts are either within the personal knowledge 

of the expert or on the basis of facts proved by others. If the expert has 

observed them, then the expert must testify as to their existence: 

 

'The duty of the expert is to furnish the Judge with the necessary scientific 

criteria for testing the accuracy of the expert's conclusions so as to enable 

the Judge or jury to form their own independent Judgment by the 

application of these criteria to the facts proved in evidence.'   (See Davey v 

Edinburgh Magistrates 1953 SC 34 at 40.)    

100 It is plain that the expert’s opinion will only be of assistance to the Court and 

will only be admissible if the opinion is based on correct facts. A deviation 

from this principle will result in procedural unfairness.   

 

Did the Respondent discharge her onus that a diagnosis of abruption 

should have been made at 12h00 or soon thereafter? 

 

101 It is common cause that at 12h00, the Respondent was in the midwifery 

obstetric unit (MOU).The undisputed evidence of Dr Jeebodh is that a 

patient is assessed by a midwife in the MOU.  
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102 Dr Mashamba confirmed that the MOU is manned by midwives and not 

doctors. He further confirmed that he trains midwives and that midwives do 

not have the ability to diagnose an abruption.  

103 It is common cause that the Respondent had a concealed haemorrhage 

when she presented to the MOU at 12h00. A concealed haemorrhage was 

described as bleeding behind the placenta with the blood remaining behind 

the placenta and not flowing out vaginally. 

104 The Respondent only called one witness to give evidence, Dr Van Den 

Heever, a specialist obstetrician and gynaecologist. Dr Van Den Heever’s 

referred to the textbook by Williams which indicated that a concealed 

haemorrhage carries much greater maternal and foetal hazards due to, 

interalia, a delayed diagnosis, as the extent of haemorrhage is not readily 

appreciated.  

 

105 Dr Van Den Heever did not testify that the midwives in MOU should have 

arrived at a diagnosis of an abruption based on the Respondent’s 

presenting symptoms. The Respondent moreover closed their case without 

calling the evidence of a nursing expert to indicate whether a nurse acting 

reasonably should have come to a diagnosis of an abruption and should 

have acted with the necessary urgency.  
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106 It is submitted that the Respondent failed to discharge her onus that a 

diagnosis of an abruption ought to have been made at or soon after 12h00. 

 

Dr Manga’s conduct 

  

107 Dr Manga, the intern who was working in the admissions area 162 

assessed the Respondent at 13h00. A history was taken and the 

Respondent was examined. Dr Manga diagnosed the Respondent as being 

in the latent phase of labour and queried an abruption. 

  

108 The Court indicated that Dr Manga’s failure to apply a drip and a CTG is 

indicative of the lack of urgency on the part of the hospital in treating the 

Respondent. This despite Dr Manda calling Dr Jeebodh immediately after 

assessing the Respondent and suspecting an abruption. Dr Jeebodh was in 

theatre at the time and could only attend to the Respondent at 13h35, that 

is, 35 minutes after Dr Manga began assessing the Respondent. 

109 Although Dr Jeebodh testified that a CTG recording may be relevant in 

identifying an abruption, Dr Jeebodh said that she would not have ordered a 

CTG as it would have taken 20 to 30 minutes to have obtained a recording.   

110 In the time that it took Dr Jeebodh to get out of theatre, Dr Manga had 

wheeled the Respondent to the labour ward so that an ultrasound could be 
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performed. Dr Jeebodh performed the ultrasound and confirmed the 

diagnosis of an abruption.       

111 Dr Jeebodh’s evidence was that there was no ultrasound machine in the 

admissions area 162. Dr Manga, as an intern, was moreover not in a 

position to have performed the ultrasound. It was therefore imperative for Dr 

Manga to have taken the Respondent to the labour ward to be seen by Dr 

Jeebodh as soon as possible.    

112 I respectfully submit that the Court incorrectly interpreted the evidence and 

arrived at an incorrect conclusion. In Giddey NO v JC Barnard and 

Partners 2007 (5) SA 525 (CC) this Honourable Court said the following at 

paragraph 19:   

'The ordinary approach on appeal to the exercise of the discretion in the 

strict sense is that the appellate court will not consider whether the decision 

reached by the court at first instance was correct, but will only interfere in 

limited circumstances; for example, if it is shown that the discretion has not 

been exercised judicially or has been exercised based on a wrong 

appreciation of the facts or wrong principles of law. Even where the 

discretion is not a discretion in the strict sense, there may still be 

considerations which would result in an appellate court interfering in the 

exercise of such a discretion in the limited circumstances mentioned above.' 
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113 O Regan J found that the court at first instance must consider all the 

relevant facts placed before it and then perform the required balancing act. 

She went to say at paragraph 22:  

'it would not be appropriate for an appellate court to interfere with that 

decision as long as it is judicially made, on the basis of the correct facts and 

legal principles. If the court takes into account irrelevant considerations or 

bases the exercise of its discretion on wrong legal principles, its judgment 

may be overturned on appeal. Beyond that, however, the decision of the 

court of first instance will be unassailable.’  

     

 

    

The pleadings 

   

114 The Court’s finding is also at odds with the Respondent’s pleadings. 

115 The Respondent alleged in her particulars of claim that the caeserain 

section delivery ought to have occurred on the first diagnosis of an 

abruption.   This was the case that the Applicant was called to answer.   

116 It is common cause that the diagnosis of an abruption was made at 13h45 

(or 13h3524) by Dr Jeebodh, and the caeserian section was performed soon 

                                                 
24

 As indicated by Dr Jeebodh 
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thereafter.   Accordingly on the Respondent’s own version, the Applicant’s 

employees acted reasonably. 

117 The Court also found that that Dr Jeebodh acted reasonably.  

118 The Respondent therefore failed to prove her claim based on her pleadings. 

 

CAUSATION 

119 The issues in this case are distinguishable from the Lee case. In 

determining the probabilities of satisfying factual causation, the Court 

hypothetical non-negligent scenario. The Court however applied this test 

where the Applicant was aware of the risk. The Court said that “Being 

aware of the risk they had a duty to take reasonable measures to reduce 

the risk of contagion”  

 

120 In casu, the Court in finding causation said that the hospital was aware of 

the risk of brain damage to the foetus. The Court came to this finding based 

on agreement between all the doctors that the caeserain section should 

have been performed without delay at 12h00.  

 

121 Firstly, it is incorrect that the doctors agreed on this. Secondly, it is common 

cause that the diagnosis of an abruption was not made at 12h00 – the 
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‘hospital’ therefore could not have been aware of any risk of brain damage 

to the foetus. The test for causation in Lee therefore has no application in 

this matter.  

122 It is mentioned that the Respondent delivered expert summaries in respect 

of Professor Smith, a Paediatrician and Professor Lotz, a radiologist. 

Surprisingly these experts were not called to give evidence at trial and 

neither were their opinions referred to. The Respondent only led evidence 

from Dr Van Den Heever, an obstetrician and gynaecologist.   

 

 

123 In his examination in chief, Dr Van den Heever confirmed that he is not in a 

position to comment on the oxygen to the brain as he is not a neurologist. In 

cross examination he confirms that as he not a neurologist, he is unable to 

confirm the how much of oxygenated blood should the foetus be deprived of 

in order to for brain damage to occur.   

124 It is probable that the cerebral palsy in this case was caused as a result of 

the deprivation of oxygenated blood to the foetus. The question is whether 

the foetus was already deprived of the oxygen when she presented at 

12h00 or whether the deprivation took place as a result of the delay in 

performing the caseserian section. 
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125 Dr Van den Heever’s opinion that the brain damage was as a result of a 

delay in performing the caeserian section is based only on the fact that the 

foetus had a heart rate of 150 beats per minute at 12h00, which heart rate 

dropped to below 110 beats per minute at 13h45.  

 

126 Dr Van Hen Heever however was unable to comment on the 12h00 

recording that the heart beat was irregular. He thereafter indicated that an 

irregular heart beat is usually a sign of foetal well-being. This is in direct 

contradiction to Dr Mashamba’s evidence that an irregular heart beat 

signifies a problem.  

 

127 Based in the above, it is clear that a neurologist or a more appropriate 

expert was required to provide the Court with information as to the probable 

state of the foetus’s brain at 12h00. The Respondent’s failed to call such an 

expert, and thus failed to prove the causal nexus between any delay to 

perform the caeserian section and the brain injury.  

128 Dr Van Den Heever’s allegation that he is the appropriate expert to satisfy 

the issue of causation should not be accepted by the Court at face value. 

On his own evidence, Dr Van den Heever accepted that a neurologist was 

better placed to provide an opinion of the dynamics of how much of 

oxygenated blood should be deprived in order to result in brain damage.  
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129 The Applicant’s uncontested evidence shows that the Respondent was, 

until the day in question, regarded as a low risk patient. That is why she 

was booked at the Midwife Obstetric Unit (“the MOU”) for the purpose of 

giving birth. After assessment by the nurse in the MOU, she was amongst 

others, found to be pale and immediately referred to the doctor for further 

evaluation.  

130 Despite this clear evidence, the Court a quo found that the Applicant ought 

to have taken steps to perform a caeserian section on the Respondent 

immediately after being assessed by the nurse in the MOU. The 

uncontested evidence was that nurses are not qualified to diagnose an 

abruption. The Respondent led no evidence to the contrary.    

131 The Court a quo sought to justify its finding by reference to the inaccurate 

concession made by the Applicant’s medical expert in a joint minute that a 

caeserian section ought to have been performed as soon as possible after 

12h00 the Respondent presented to the MOU. The expert’s evidence was 

that when he made this concession he was under the impression that, at 

this stage, the Respondent was already admitted into the labour ward and 

was already seen by the doctors, and not only by a nurse. 

132 Based on the uncontested evidence, the Court a quo’s finding that the 

hospital employees were negligent in not performing a caeserian section on 
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the Respondent urgently is not in accordance with the application of the law 

on evidence.  

 

THE INTERESTS OF JUSTICE 
 

133 I am advised that this Court will not hear a matter unless it raises a 

constitutional issue of sufficient importance, and it is in the interests of 

justice to hear it. In considering the interests of justice, this Court will 

consider the prospects of success as well as other relevant factors. 

134 I submit that the Court clearly infringed Macheke, Dr Cele, Matlou, and the 

Applicant’s right to a fair public hearing protected by section 34 of the 

Constitution in the following respects:  

134.1 By raising issues on the return day of the rule nisi, that they were not 

called to canvass before; 

134.2 By not allowing the individuals to answer to the new issues raised;    

134.3 By not affording Macheke and Dr Cele an opportunity to be heard on 

whether they were in possession of the relevant medical records 

when the evidence before the Court clearly shows that they were in 

possession of such records; 
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134.4 By finding Mackheke and Dr Cele liable for costs in their personal 

capacity when their decision to defend the claim was clearly 

administrative in nature;  

134.5 By not allowing Matlou an opportunity to answer to the issue of Dr 

Mashamba not being provided with the relevant medical records and 

making a finding thereon in the second Judgment; 

134.6 By expecting the employees of the Applicant to scrupulously analyse 

the Applicant’s defence before taking a decision to defend a matter, 

lest they be wrong at trial and be found to be liable for cost in their 

personal capacity; 

134.7 By expecting the Applicant’s employees to interrogate its expert’s 

findings;  

134.8 By ensuring that the medical advisor who initially assesses a matter 

ensures that the facts considered are in accordance with the fact that 

will be found by experts and by what will be proved at trial; 

134.9  By expecting the individuals to decide whether to concede the issue 

of liability despite counsel being instructed to take the matter to trial; 

134.10 By holding employees of the Applicant liable for costs in their 

personal capacity for omissions on the part of the instructing attorney; 
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134.11 By not recognizing the functions, obligations, and responsibilities of 

client, attorney, and counsel;   

134.12 By holding an expert to an agreement notwithstanding the expert 

stating that the agreement was based on incorrect facts;  

134.13  By finding that the Respondent discharged her onus despite not 

leading evidence from relevant experts;  

134.14 By incorrectly interpreting the evidence and in so doing, casting 

aspersions on the Applicant and her employees’ dignity that they 

injured the minor child.  

135 It is plain that the Court a quo’s findings will have significant repercussions 

for any Defendant seeking to defend a claim, any medical person who 

provides an opinion, or any attorney who is instructed to Defendant a claim 

at trial.    

136 In Stopforth Swanepoel & Brews Inc v Royal Anthem (Pty) Ltd and 

Others 2015 (2) SA 539 (CC), in deciding whether to grant leave to appeal, 

this Honourable Court said the following at paragraph 18:  

“The Supreme Court of Appeal may, in terms of s 168(3) of the 

Constitution, decide appeals before it or issues connected with 

appeals. The right to a fair public hearing under s 34 of the 

Constitution  is implicated in this matter. It follows thus that this 
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application  raises constitutional issues. The adverse order that is 

the subject- matter of the appeal not only affects the attorneys but 

may also have implications for conveyancing attorneys acting as 

agents in agreements for the sale of immovable property in general. 

The order was granted by default against a non-party who had not 

been afforded an opportunity to be heard. There are prospects of 

success. The  interests of justice require this Court to grant 

leave to appeal”. (our emphasis) 

137 I respectfully submit that the Applicant’s and the individual’s prospects of 

success in proving that their rights t a fair public hearing are good. I submit 

that the grounds I have set out above lead to a conclusion that there is a 

probability that this Honourable Court will arrive at a different conclusion 

than the High Court did. 

138 I respectfully submit that it is in any event in the interests of justice for this 

Honourable Court to hear the matter. The importance of the matter, for the 

reasons set out above, support this submission 

 
 

 
CONCLUSION 
 

139 I submit that the Applicant has set out a sufficient basis for the application 

for leave to appeal to be granted. 
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140 I pray that leave to appeal this Honourable Court be granted. 

 

 

_________________________ 

DEPONENT 

 

I HEREBY CERTIFY  that the deponent has acknowledged that he/she 

knows and understands the contents of this affidavit which was signed and 

sworn to before me at                          on this the              day 

of                2010, the provisions of the Regulations contained in 

Government Gazette Notice R35 dated 14 March 1980 having been duly 

complied with. 

 

 

_________________________ 

COMMISSIONER OF OATHS 

 


